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 [授業の概要・目的]
This course is about the major changes to food systems worldwide under globalization. The story begins with 
early trade and the movement of different crops from their origins, including potatoes, coffee, wheat, rice and 
bananas. Through cultural integration, certain foods became staples and others became traded commodities. 
We will explore the transformation of food from a local phenomenon to a global industry.

 [到達目標]
Students will learn about the basic trends that have impacted food systems around the world. Students will 
apply the approach of understanding historical food systems using the 'One Food Method'.

 [授業計画と内容]
1. Introduction. Looking at global history through the lens of food: potato as a fun example

Module 1: The mobility of food
2. Origins: The biological homes of the foods we know and their first travels across the globe
3. Early trade: Why ancient people loved meeting new plants through trade
4. Food travels activity: Recipe Origins
5. Latter trade: How luxuries and spices helped kick off food globalization
6. Food value activity: Medieval Spice Trade
7. Farming overseas and colonies

Module 2: Trends for globalization and local self-sufficiency
8. Food self-sufficiency and autonomy
9. Self-sufficiency activity: National Food Security
10. Globalization of food ideas, diets, and cuisines
11. The "One Food Method": Seeing the world through foods

Module 3: Putting the 'One Food Method' into practice with case studies
12. Staples and spices
13. Fruit
14. Livestock and beverages

15. Exam
16. Feedback week
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 [履修要件]
English proficiency suitable for understanding lectures, reading basic texts, and participating in class 
discussion.

 [成績評価の方法・観点]
10% Attendance and active participation (* Reduced after more than 3 absences without official excuse)
20% Group presentation 
30% Quizzes and class activities
40% Final exam

 [教科書]
使用しない
No textbook, but consultation of in-class materials and outside readings available on PandA
 [参考書等]
  （参考書）
Kiple, Kenneth F. 『A Movable Feast: Ten Millennia of Food Globalization.』（Cambridge University Press）
ISBN:978-1-107-65745-8
Flandrin, Jean-Louis and others. 『Food: A Culinary History.』（Columbia University Press）ISBN:
9780231544092（2013, eBook）

 [授業外学修（予習・復習）等]
Students will be expected to do short readings or watch videos overnight and take online quizzes.

 [その他（オフィスアワー等）]
Email: feuer.hartnadav.4e@kyoto-u.ac.jp
Please email to organize in-person or Zoom-based consultation


